Tatted Easter Bunny

I tatted this easy little bunny to make earrings for a festival. The tail is tatted first, and joined to the rabbit later.

Begin with about a yard of thread on a shuttle CTM, do not cut the thread from the ball.

This sample is size 20 Lizbeth, pink for the bunny and white for the tail.

Tail: Ring 1 – 1 – 1 – 1 – 1 – 1 – 1

Start with the bunny head at X on the diagram. The entire head is a reversed ring tatted like the second half of a split ring.

Reversed Ring ( 3 – 5 – Ear 2 Ear 5 – 3 )
Close this ring by pulling the ball thread, which is the core.

The thrown off rings for the ears are:
Ring ( 18 – 4 )
Ring ( 4 + 18 )
With the 2 reversed stitches on the head between them.

Body Front: Chain 10 turn
Leg: Ring (16 – 3 – 3 – 1) turn

Foot Chain 5 – 4 +

Bottom: Chain 2 + 3 + 3 + 5 +

Join to the tail, Chain 1, join to the tail  [ Cut all the picots of the tail except the two that are joined to the body to make a fluffy tail. ]

Back: Chain 10

Tie the ends through the picot at the back of the head, then hide the ends and cut.

I put a jump ring through one of the ears and an earring wire on the jump ring. It is a nice size for an earring.

Enjoy.